"In this paper I'm introduce and study another type of convergence in a minimal structures namely Minimal Structure Convergence (ms-convergence) of nets and filters by using the concept of ms-open sets" . "Also I'm investigate some properties of these concepts" . "As well as I'm used two functions on the basis of Minimal structure in various forms, one check transmission character compacting minimal structure and other check transmission two characters compacting minimal structure and compact from one side depending on the requirements of research" .
Mathematics subject classification : 54A20 / 54C10 / 54H99 .
Introduction:
"T he notion of converge is one of difference converge theorems used in|general the basicnotion inanalysis" . "T here're two topologies that lead to equivalent|results" . "One |of them base on theanotion of anet in 1922 dueato MooreaandaSmith [1] , anotheraone, which going back toawork ofaCartan [2] ain 1937 is based on the notion of a filter" . "Al -Janabi S. H. and AlYsaary F. J. Provided a new concepts of minimal continuous, minimal open and minimal closed function also concepts of minimal proper function in [3] ". " Alimohammady M. and Roohi M. in [4] give the definition of minimal closed set (m-closed set) and give the definition of minimal continuous function (mcontinuous function) and study the properties of it" . "Ra vi O., Ganesan S., Tharmar S. and Balamukugan in [5] give the definition of minimal closed function (m-closed function) and study some properties of it" . "Al so Al-Janabi S. H. and Al-Ysaary F. J. in [3] [4] , [6] , [7] I'm denoted the topology on S induced by minimal structure" . "aFinal ly, we give some properties of the msproper, ms * -proper functions by using the concept of minimal structure exceptional ( ) set" . "I'm use U T to denote the usual topology" . "In this paper every word (minimal) is mean (minimal structure) ".
Basic definitions and notations:
"We introduce some elementary concept which we need in our work" . Definition 1.1 [4] : "Let S be a non-empty setand ) (S  
Definition 1.13 [11] : "Le t
ms-ConvergeiofiNets:
"In this part, I'm introduce other types of converge namely minimal structure convergence (msconvergence) of net and study some properties of the concept of ms-limit point and ms-cluster point of the net in a given space" . "Also, we give some properties, remarks and examples about this subject" . Definition 2.1 [12] 
i. "anms-conver ge to 
"And we see that from next example" . 
is ms-open cover for  but there is not finite subcover" . S is an ms-compactnand
Proof:
. Since S is an ms-compact, there exists a finite subset  I of
, where
"Since E is an ms-compact, there exists a finite subset Fieras .J
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Recallfthat a sub set of isfcalled exceptional set of which definedfby: { }, "w here is a function from an ms-space into an ms-space . We shall introduce a new characterization, which is very useful for ms-proper function by using a special set namely, ms-exceptional (for brief ) set of ". Definition 2.21: "Let be afunction from an ms-space intofan ms-space , the ms-exceptional set of (for brief ) set is a subset of which defined by" { Noti ce thf at
Thef refore thf e famf ily { { }} is msopen cover of { }, bf ut { } is ms-compact set" . " Thf ere'rf e so th at
"T h us by ass umption (⋂ ) isems-cloe sed set in ". " 
ms-ConvergenceOf Filters:
"In that section, I'm introduce anew type of converge namely, ms-converge of filter" . "Al so, we given examples and theorem about this concept. Now, we review some basic definitions, theorems and remarks about a filter" . Definition 3.1 [14] : "Let be a nonempty collection of a nonempty subset of a non-empty set We say that is afilter on if ": i. " Conversely: "Suppose that the condition is holds, to prove that is ms-continuous" . "Let { } is a filter on and → ". "B y hypotheses → , for each , we have
